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COVID-19 Talk/Rant Notes 3-30-2020
•

Hello my fellow Americans! This is Independent 2020 Presidential Candidate A J Wildman.
I am fairly unknown to the public. But, I hopefully that is about change for the Common
Good. As they say, timing is everything.

•

I am the Founder of The Independent Party of America (TIPA) and the designer of the 39+
problem-solving proposals in the TIPA Platform. At the end of this message I will be
sharing some brief comments about my candidacy and on the political and hard economic
aspects of the Coronavirus Crisis

•

No we will focus on America’s Number One public problem and threat. Stopping the lethal
spread of Covid-19 Coronavirus across our country. Most people that I have talked with
about this prudent solution, already know that it is the action the nation must take. The
People understand.

•

We are here today to review how We the People will Demand that our State Governors rather
than our fumbling National leadership, are to aggressively confront the deadly – Covid-19
Coronavirus Pandemic.

•

Folks, I am not here to write a lot of words or waste your time. I am here to inform the
public and Press regarding this prudent and practical course of action. A true near-term
solution that few in National leadership are smart or brave enough to Demand. Thus, I am
here to offer that Plan and my Leadership to get it moving. You know to act Presidential!!
What a concept!

•

So now let’s review our short-term solution to the Covid-19 Health Crisis. It is surprisingly
simple and straight-forward, just as most practical problem-solutions are.

Our 50-State Covid-19 60-Day Mitigation Event Strategy
1. Just as was proven in China, South Korea, and Italy the entire country must be in Mitigation
and be practicing extreme Social Distancing (S/D) in order have any hope of stopping the
community spread of this deadly Virus.
2. Most of us did not know it, but only the 50 State Governors can order the statewide
Mitigation Event to be conducted in their respective states. Thus, starting this very week, I
am challenging We the People to gently pound of any of the 50 Governors that are not
getting with this program. As well as, challenging the Press to ask the any hold-out
Governors what their problem is. More on that later.
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3. The proposed and critically required Nationwide 60-Day Mitigation Event:
a. It will begin on Wednesday April 1st. The following 60-days will allow three (3) full
20-day cycles to elapse with anyone practicing S/D to the best of their ability.
b. The Mitigation Event will then end on Saturday May 30th. New cases by the end of
May are expected to be at a minimum and we will be working some remaining Hot Spots
around the nation.
c. By May 15th we will have an informed idea of what our flexibilities and constraints are.
We will adjust our plan accordingly and make certain that it focuses on the health and
economic stability of our People.
Only this approach, with its certain target dates – will provide American businesses small
and large, and Wall Street with a short-term time-table to help stage the ramping-up of
our struggling economy. Otherwise, the Covid-19 Community Spread will continue to
flow just like water into towns everywhere and our economy will remain stuck in
Neutral. That is an avoidable disaster.
I hereby challenge our Press to ask financial experts Jim Cramer and Maria
Bartiromo for their opinions on this timetable. It is predictable short-term pain
that will do the most to free the Main Street economy. Wall Street should
grudgingly approve of this aggressive solution.
To be clear, Business and National and State leadership must fully grasp the Public’s
Bottom Line with clearing Covid-19 from all 50 States:
Parents will never decide to send their children to school
when there is an active death-threat to their well-being.
And frankly my dear, Parents don’t give a dam about the
DOW Jones Industrial Average when making that decision!!!
So please get it thru your thick, spreadsheet-driven brains that if you want the economy to
recover – you better make it safe for kids and families to leave their homes and mingle
freely in public spaces. That specially includes their going back to Public, Parochial, and
Private schools in August. If the schools can’t open up neither can our economy. That is
not an idle claim. It is the Plain Truth…
To say nothing of things like football, baseball, NASCAR, soccer, Basketball, golf on tv
and the golf course, hiking, etc. You know Life as we want to know it.
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4. The Governors
a. Now for some Good News. Thankfully there is a group called, The National Governors
Association!!
b. Even more Good News is that Maryland Governor Larry Hogan is the Chair and New
York Governor Andrew Cuomo is the Vice Chair of the NGA! Both Governors are
aggressively leading their respective states and setting True leadership examples that
other states are beginning to follow. I would very much appreciate meeting with
Governor Hogan on the Mitigation Event. He is my Governor and today March 30th he
issued a Stay-at-Home Order for the State, effective at 8pm this evening. That is
leadership!
c. I submit that the NGA Governors must immediately meet, discuss, and drive the April 1st
Covid-19 60-Day Mitigation Event.
As Winston Churchill once observed,
“You can always count on Americans to do the right thing,
after they've tried everything else”
We cannot afford to try anything else. We must be in 100% Mitigation immediately
!!
5. Therefore, the Active and committed participation by all 50 States and the District of
Columbia in this lethal Health Crisis is involuntary and absolutely required. So where do
things stand now.
a. Obviously, not all 50 states will have joined in the Event by April 1st.
i. As of 3-30 there are already 27 states with statewide “Stay at Home Orders”.
And many more under partial orders. That is a good start, but it must be all 50
States and with strong enforcement.
b. Again, our task is to publicly Demand and if not Force all 50 Governors to be on
board by April 7th. That is seem as the latest for all states to be properly engaged in
the Mitigation Event.
c. The last states to join will be those with the fewest Cases so far and those trying to
avoid the economic hit in their state. That is short-sighted leadership and will wind up
killing more people their state!!
d. And a few Republican Governors that will hold out, still not wanting to irritate
Trump. For example, the Governor of Florida that allowed Spring Break to start. He
partly did that to keep Trump happy with him, but there is the fact that Florida has no
State Sales Tax and makes its revenue off tourism. The People’s health and safety be
first priority.
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6. I most certainly do believe Dr. Anthony Fauci and the other Health professionals will loudly
support this Event schedule when asked by the Press. Especially when they are not standing
in White House Daily briefing with the Liar-in-Chief and needing to protect themselves from
Trump’s fragile ego. Fauci will likely declare that we needed do this weeks ago.
a. Also, understand that there is no “let it run its course scenario” that doesn’t wind up
lingering into the summer at least and that will surely kill countless thousands more
of innocent people.
b. That “let it run” scenario could well take the economic Recession that we are already
in (in case you did not know it) and drag us into a full Depression – if the wrong or no
decisions are made now.
7. What happens if we cannot force this required National Mitigation Event to start in early
April?
I believe that after a few more weeks with increasing horror stories from hospitals across
America and thousands of people dying – all Governors will finally join the Mitigation
Event. And it would start even before the end of April.
8. So that is our practical and aggressive Strategy that will work to contain the unavoidable and
horrific carnage of Covid-19. It is a predictable 60-Day hard Mitigation exercise with
expected Hot Spots at the end to be dealt with effectively.
9. Thus, the Covid-19 60-Day Mitigation Event will technically end on Saturday May 30th.
Fellow Americans there will surely be some “hot spots” to be dealt with but all 50 states will
become Coronavirus free and economy will breathe again.
10. Therefore, with this Strategy on Sunday May 31, Memorial Day we could be pretty well on
the other side of this deadly Crisis. And be in the best status to rebuild our shocked
economy. That is our only short-term solution approach everybody.
Then prayerfully, we could go to Church on Sunday May 31st. Amen…
o

o

o
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Now for a Few Important Closing Items
So that is our viable Mitigation Strategy. And it will work if we all work the Plan religiously
practice Social Distancing. I have a few more related comments, if you could bear with me.

The Press is Challenged
1. Allow me to tell you why I am speaking out in this time of National Crisis. It is simply
because leaders need to Lead. The historic Pandemic demands strong leadership and project
management skills. Experience and skills that I bring to our National challenge.
2. Please understand that Trump is a 2020 Lame Duck, thankfully. Trump is an anti-leader,
who routinely causes more problems than he ever tries to fix.
3. I ask the Press to challenge both Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders and the 535 members of the
US Congress. Ask why they have not been screaming for a Covid-19 60-Day Mitigation.
Especially, when we all know that Dr. Fauci supports it. As they say, “There no leadership
– like no leadership.”
4. And what is leadership. It is being ready and very willing to take charge in moments of crisis
and provide sound judgement every step of the way.
5. As for me, again I am an Independent 2020 Candidate for President of the United States. I
am also the Founder of The Independent Party of America (TIPA). My campaign supports
the TIPA problem-solving Platform. The Platform’s 39+ proposals were designed by me to
be acceptable to at least 60% of all Americans and in many cases more than that.
6. Finally my fellow American, I am presenting myself to you as a professional business
problem-solver. And America is a business with problems to be solved.
7. So what can you do now to help make this happen for you and your family? Our remaining
national homework assignment is for everyone to immediately call your Governor’s office
and tell him or her to join the 60-Day Mitigation Event. Or they can simply forget about
getting re-elected. They will get that message.
Finally, We could call and tell any of our dysfunctional national leadership that,

“We are mad as Hell and
We are not going to take it anymore”
And with that I say, let’s go get ALL those Governors working together for our Common Good.
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My next postings will address the basic Cost-of-Living issues of Food and Housing for ALL
Americans. Basically how the nation gets thru the next six (6) months.
I very much thank you for your time and interest. Please pass this on to everyone you know.
Be safe and take care of yourself and your family.
A J Wildman
o

o

o

o

.The TIPA Problem-Solving Platform site is
www.commonsense2nd.com
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